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      Ex-Boyfriend Oversized Sherpa Denim Jacket
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                POPULAR

                 38  others checked this out in the last few hours.

              

            

          



Just a few left. Order soon.











          
$80.00 USD

Shipping calculated at checkout.



            


          Size

          
                Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large



                
  


              

                  



                

        

          Color

          
                  

                  LIT
                


        

          Material

          
                100% Cotton



                
  


              


        

  
      Product variants

      
        Small / LIT / 100% Cotton
              -
              
                $80.00 USD
              
            
Medium / LIT / 100% Cotton
              -
              
                $80.00 USD
              
            
Large / LIT / 100% Cotton
              -
              
                $80.00 USD
              
            
Extra Large / LIT / 100% Cotton
              -
              
                $80.00 USD
              
            


  



    



  
    




    

      
          Quantity

          
            
              Decrease quantity for Ex-Boyfriend Oversized Sherpa Denim Jacket

              
  


            

            

            
              Increase quantity for Ex-Boyfriend Oversized Sherpa Denim Jacket

              
  


            
          
        

            Add to cart
  



   

    
    

    Shop The Look
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NEW DROP: Save 15% w/ code SOLAR15 limited time!

    
      
        Description
  


        

      

      	Kancan Denim
	Oversized jacket
	Light wash
	Relaxed fit 
	Faux wool lining throughout 


	Functional pockets
	Metal hardware detailing
	Model: Height 5'8", Bust 34B, Waist 24, Hips 34, Dress 2-4
	Model Wearing Size: M
	Hypeach Style Number: DJ003-LIT










The Ex-Boyfriend Oversized Sherpa Denim Jacket is a must-have addition to your denim aesthetic. Crafted with quality & comfort, this oversized, relaxed fit jacket is lined with shearling throughout to keep you warm yet stylish. With its lined pockets and adorned with metal hardware detailing, this must-have is a fave for layering over athleisure or pairing with jeans for a denim on denim vibe. Trust us, this jacket will stand the test of time in your closet! 
    
  
          Shipping & Returns
        
          Exchange & Guarantee
        

          
            
              
                Unavailable


                Refresh availability
              

            
          
        

        
          
            
              
                Shipping & Returns


                Shipping Policy Within The US:

Free U.S. Shipping for Orders $50+
Receive FREE Domestic Ground Shipping (4-6 Business Days)

Other U.S. Shipping Options
$29.95- Expedited – 2-Day Shipping (2 Business Days)
$49.95 - Expedited – Next Day Shipping (1 Business Day)

Return Policy Within The US:

FREE RETURNS FOR ALL U.S. ORDERS & NO RESTOCKING FEES. YOU HAVE 30 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PURCHASE TO RETURN ELIGIBLE ITEMS.

FREE RETURNS FOR STORE CREDIT ONLY:
We do not issue refunds back to original method of payment. Store Credit will be sent to you in the form of an E-Gift card via email when you Return is processed. Store Credit never expires.

AfterPay purchases are subject to the Hypeach standard Return Policy of STORE CREDIT ONLY for items returned within 30 days of fulfillment. Sale Items, Bodysuits and Accessories are FINAL SALE

THE HYPEACH CUSTOMER PROMISE:
The Hypeach promise is a relentless commitment that every piece exceeds your expectations when it arrives! Hypeach is committed to customer satisfaction and guarantees to provide an excellent customer experience by handling all situations promptly & responsibly.
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                Exchange & Guarantee


                Satisfaction Guarantee
Our satisfaction guarantee is called  The Hypeach Promise! The Hypeach promise is a relentless commitment that every piece exceeds your expectations when it arrives! Hypeach is committed to customer satisfaction and guarantees to provide an excellent customer experience by handling all situations promptly & responsibly. If you have any issues with your order please contact us here.

Exchange Policy
Don't have the right size? No worries!   Here is how Hypeach makes it easy to exchange:
To initiate an exchange, click the "START A RETURN OR EXCHANGE" link at the top of this page. Put in your email or order number on our returns page to start a return and please put in the "notes" section of the item return summary page that you'd like an exchange for a specific new size. 
PLEASE NOTE: Your first exchange on an order includes free shipping.  Any additional exchange on that same order will not include free shipping and will require you to ship the item back to the Hypeach fulfillment center at your expense. 
Please ensure you only select the eligible items you would like to exchange. You have 30 days from the date of fulfillment to start an exchange.
Please note that we only offer Exchanges for the same item in a different size, if available. Please note that you are only allowed an Exchange 1 Time Per Item.
Once we receive your Exchange Request, we will begin processing your order. Please allow 3-7 business days for the Exchange Request to be processed and shipped.
Unfortunately we are NOT able to Process Exchanges for International Orders at this time.
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                Ex-Boyfriend Oversized Sherpa Denim Jacket
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                Sizing Chart


                



	Size	Bust	Waist	Hip	Numeric Size	KanCan Denim
	XXS	




30.5”-31.5” 









	




23” 









	




32”-33” 









	




(double 00) 









	0/23
	XS	




32.5”-33.5” 









	




24”-25” 









	




34”-35” 









	0	1/24 
	S	




34.5”’-35.5” 









	




26”-27” 









	




36”-37” 









	2-4	3/25
	M	




36.5”-37.5” 









	




28”-29” 









	




38”-39” 









	6-8	9/28
	L	




38.5”-40.5” 









	




30”-32” 









	




40”-42” 









	10-12	13/30
	XL	




41.5”-43.5” 









	




33”-35” 









	




43”-45” 









	14	15/31
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    Hypeach happiness. Hear what our customers have to say

    Read thousands of review from happy Hypeach customers.

    
       

    

	
          Add to Cart - $80.00 
          [image: ]
    

  









  
    
      
Frequently Asked Questions

        
          	
              
                
                  Does Hypeach offer free shipping?
                

                [image: eam plus icon]

              

              
                  Yes! All orders above $75 will receive complimentary U.S shipping that will arrive in 4-6 business days.
              

          
	
              
                
                  Do you have a satisfaction guarantee?
                

                [image: eam plus icon]

              

              
                  Yes we do! We call it The Hypeach Promise. The Hypeach promise is a relentless commitment that every piece exceeds your expectations when it arrives! Hypeach is committed to customer satisfaction and guarantees to provide an excellent customer experience by handling all situations promptly & responsibly. If you have any issues with your order please contact us.
              

          
	
              
                
                  What is your return/exchange policy?
                

                [image: eam plus icon]

              

              
                  We offer free returns for all U.S. orders with $0 restocking fees. you have 30 days from the date of purchase to return eligible items.



Returns are for store credit only: We do not issue refunds back to original method of payment. Store credit will be sent to you in the form of an e-gift card via email when your return is processed. Store credit never expires.


Afterpay purchases are subject to the hypeach standard return policy of store credit only for items returned within 30 days of fulfillment. Sale items, bodysuits and accessories are final sale.
              

          
	
              
                
                  How do I support charity when I order?
                

                [image: eam plus icon]

              

              
                  The Hypeach mission is Fashion That Gives Back. A portion of every purchase supports our charity partner, GlobalGirlMedia.org, a female run non-profit that empowers young women from underrepresented backgrounds with digital journalism training & skills to elevate marginalized voices and reshape the media. 

We believe in using Hypeach as a force for good - together we can accomplish so much!
              

          
	
              
                
                  Can I exchange my order for a bigger/smaller size if it doesn't fit?
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                  Yes, we offer Exchanges for the same item in a different size, if available. Please note that you are only allowed an Exchange 1 Time Per Item.


Once we receive your Exchange Request, we will begin processing your order. Please allow 3-7 business days for the Exchange Request to be processed and shipped. Once your Exchange has shipped, you will receive an email with tracking and your Exchange will arrive to you within 2-5 business days once shipped.


We are NOT able to Process Exchanges for International Orders.
              

          


    

  
  










  Freshen up your style. Save big. Make an impact.

  
    
    
    
      
       	[image: ]
        
      
        Pick out your next ‘Peachy’ addition

        Pick out your fresh wardrobe addition from the premium Hypeach range and enjoy the instant savings today!

      

    

    
    
      
       	[image: ]
        
      
        Super swift delivery —Straight to your door

        Your order will be hand-packaged and shipped straight to your door! Meaning, you’ll be showing off your new sleek style in no time!

      

    

    
    
      
       	[image: ]
        
      
        Show off your style & Empower women

        Feel good wearing your new premium Hypeach style and knowing you’re supporting a good cause that’s empowering women around the world.
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              SOCIAL LINKS
	
        
  

Instagram
        
      
	
        
  

Facebook
        
      
	
        
  

TikTok
        
      



            

              
                
                  
          
                    
                      
                        
                        Newsletter
                        

                        Join our VIP list and get exclusive access to new drops, VIP events, special offers and more!


                        

  
    

    
    
    

    
    
    
        SIGN UP
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      WHAT'S YOUR EMAIL?
    

    
    
      
        ADD TO WISHLIST
      
    

  

  
    
      
        Product has been added to your wishlist.
      
    
    

    
      You can view your wishlist by creating or login account.
    
    

     
      Please create account through ##customer_email## email
    
    
      Login
      Register
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        Welcome Newcomer

        

      

    

  










 
   
   

  
    
      








    
      
  



      


      

    

  





  

  
    
      
  



      
        Choose your language and currency

              Country

              
                
                      Afghanistan (SHP £)
                    

                      Åland Islands (EUR €)
                    

                      Albania (SHP £)
                    

                      Algeria (SHP £)
                    

                      Andorra (EUR €)
                    

                      Angola (SHP £)
                    

                      Anguilla (SHP £)
                    

                      Antigua & Barbuda (SHP £)
                    

                      Argentina (SHP £)
                    

                      Armenia (SHP £)
                    

                      Aruba (SHP £)
                    

                      Ascension Island (SHP £)
                    

                      Australia (AUD $)
                    

                      Austria (EUR €)
                    

                      Azerbaijan (SHP £)
                    

                      Bahamas (SHP £)
                    

                      Bahrain (SHP £)
                    

                      Bangladesh (SHP £)
                    

                      Barbados (SHP £)
                    

                      Belarus (SHP £)
                    

                      Belgium (EUR €)
                    

                      Belize (SHP £)
                    

                      Benin (SHP £)
                    

                      Bermuda (SHP £)
                    

                      Bhutan (SHP £)
                    

                      Bolivia (SHP £)
                    

                      Bosnia & Herzegovina (SHP £)
                    

                      Botswana (SHP £)
                    

                      Brazil (SHP £)
                    

                      British Indian Ocean Territory (SHP £)
                    

                      British Virgin Islands (SHP £)
                    

                      Brunei (SHP £)
                    

                      Bulgaria (SHP £)
                    

                      Burkina Faso (SHP £)
                    

                      Burundi (SHP £)
                    

                      Cambodia (SHP £)
                    

                      Cameroon (SHP £)
                    

                      Canada (CAD $)
                    

                      Cape Verde (SHP £)
                    

                      Caribbean Netherlands (SHP £)
                    

                      Cayman Islands (SHP £)
                    

                      Central African Republic (SHP £)
                    

                      Chad (SHP £)
                    

                      Chile (SHP £)
                    

                      China (SHP £)
                    

                      Christmas Island (SHP £)
                    

                      Cocos (Keeling) Islands (SHP £)
                    

                      Colombia (SHP £)
                    

                      Comoros (SHP £)
                    

                      Congo - Brazzaville (SHP £)
                    

                      Congo - Kinshasa (SHP £)
                    

                      Cook Islands (SHP £)
                    

                      Costa Rica (SHP £)
                    

                      Côte d’Ivoire (SHP £)
                    

                      Croatia (SHP £)
                    

                      Curaçao (SHP £)
                    

                      Cyprus (EUR €)
                    

                      Czechia (SHP £)
                    

                      Denmark (DKK kr.)
                    

                      Djibouti (SHP £)
                    

                      Dominica (SHP £)
                    

                      Dominican Republic (SHP £)
                    

                      Ecuador (SHP £)
                    

                      Egypt (SHP £)
                    

                      El Salvador (SHP £)
                    

                      Equatorial Guinea (SHP £)
                    

                      Eritrea (SHP £)
                    

                      Estonia (EUR €)
                    

                      Eswatini (SHP £)
                    

                      Ethiopia (SHP £)
                    

                      Falkland Islands (SHP £)
                    

                      Faroe Islands (SHP £)
                    

                      Fiji (SHP £)
                    

                      Finland (EUR €)
                    

                      France (EUR €)
                    

                      French Guiana (EUR €)
                    

                      French Polynesia (SHP £)
                    

                      French Southern Territories (EUR €)
                    

                      Gabon (SHP £)
                    

                      Gambia (SHP £)
                    

                      Georgia (SHP £)
                    

                      Germany (EUR €)
                    

                      Ghana (SHP £)
                    

                      Gibraltar (SHP £)
                    

                      Greece (EUR €)
                    

                      Greenland (SHP £)
                    

                      Grenada (SHP £)
                    

                      Guadeloupe (EUR €)
                    

                      Guatemala (SHP £)
                    

                      Guernsey (SHP £)
                    

                      Guinea (SHP £)
                    

                      Guinea-Bissau (SHP £)
                    

                      Guyana (SHP £)
                    

                      Haiti (SHP £)
                    

                      Honduras (SHP £)
                    

                      Hong Kong SAR (HKD $)
                    

                      Hungary (SHP £)
                    

                      Iceland (SHP £)
                    

                      India (SHP £)
                    

                      Indonesia (SHP £)
                    

                      Iraq (SHP £)
                    

                      Ireland (EUR €)
                    

                      Isle of Man (SHP £)
                    

                      Israel (SHP £)
                    

                      Italy (EUR €)
                    

                      Jamaica (SHP £)
                    

                      Japan (JPY ¥)
                    

                      Jersey (SHP £)
                    

                      Jordan (SHP £)
                    

                      Kazakhstan (SHP £)
                    

                      Kenya (SHP £)
                    

                      Kiribati (SHP £)
                    

                      Kosovo (EUR €)
                    

                      Kuwait (SHP £)
                    

                      Kyrgyzstan (SHP £)
                    

                      Laos (SHP £)
                    

                      Latvia (EUR €)
                    

                      Lebanon (SHP £)
                    

                      Lesotho (SHP £)
                    

                      Liberia (SHP £)
                    

                      Libya (SHP £)
                    

                      Liechtenstein (SHP £)
                    

                      Lithuania (EUR €)
                    

                      Luxembourg (EUR €)
                    

                      Macao SAR (SHP £)
                    

                      Madagascar (SHP £)
                    

                      Malawi (SHP £)
                    

                      Malaysia (SHP £)
                    

                      Maldives (SHP £)
                    

                      Mali (SHP £)
                    

                      Malta (EUR €)
                    

                      Martinique (EUR €)
                    

                      Mauritania (SHP £)
                    

                      Mauritius (SHP £)
                    

                      Mayotte (EUR €)
                    

                      Mexico (SHP £)
                    

                      Moldova (SHP £)
                    

                      Monaco (EUR €)
                    

                      Mongolia (SHP £)
                    

                      Montenegro (EUR €)
                    

                      Montserrat (SHP £)
                    

                      Morocco (SHP £)
                    

                      Mozambique (SHP £)
                    

                      Myanmar (Burma) (SHP £)
                    

                      Namibia (SHP £)
                    

                      Nauru (SHP £)
                    

                      Nepal (SHP £)
                    

                      Netherlands (EUR €)
                    

                      New Caledonia (SHP £)
                    

                      New Zealand (NZD $)
                    

                      Nicaragua (SHP £)
                    

                      Niger (SHP £)
                    

                      Nigeria (SHP £)
                    

                      Niue (SHP £)
                    

                      Norfolk Island (SHP £)
                    

                      North Macedonia (SHP £)
                    

                      Norway (SHP £)
                    

                      Oman (SHP £)
                    

                      Pakistan (SHP £)
                    

                      Palestinian Territories (SHP £)
                    

                      Panama (SHP £)
                    

                      Papua New Guinea (SHP £)
                    

                      Paraguay (SHP £)
                    

                      Peru (SHP £)
                    

                      Philippines (SHP £)
                    

                      Pitcairn Islands (SHP £)
                    

                      Poland (SHP £)
                    

                      Portugal (EUR €)
                    

                      Qatar (SHP £)
                    

                      Réunion (EUR €)
                    

                      Romania (SHP £)
                    

                      Russia (SHP £)
                    

                      Rwanda (SHP £)
                    

                      Samoa (SHP £)
                    

                      San Marino (EUR €)
                    

                      São Tomé & Príncipe (SHP £)
                    

                      Saudi Arabia (SHP £)
                    

                      Senegal (SHP £)
                    

                      Serbia (SHP £)
                    

                      Seychelles (SHP £)
                    

                      Sierra Leone (SHP £)
                    

                      Singapore (SGD $)
                    

                      Sint Maarten (SHP £)
                    

                      Slovakia (EUR €)
                    

                      Slovenia (EUR €)
                    

                      Solomon Islands (SHP £)
                    

                      Somalia (SHP £)
                    

                      South Africa (SHP £)
                    

                      South Georgia & South Sandwich Islands (SHP £)
                    

                      South Korea (SHP £)
                    

                      South Sudan (SHP £)
                    

                      Spain (EUR €)
                    

                      Sri Lanka (SHP £)
                    

                      St. Barthélemy (EUR €)
                    

                      St. Helena (SHP £)
                    

                      St. Kitts & Nevis (SHP £)
                    

                      St. Lucia (SHP £)
                    

                      St. Martin (EUR €)
                    

                      St. Pierre & Miquelon (EUR €)
                    

                      St. Vincent & Grenadines (SHP £)
                    

                      Sudan (SHP £)
                    

                      Suriname (SHP £)
                    

                      Svalbard & Jan Mayen (SHP £)
                    

                      Sweden (SEK kr)
                    

                      Switzerland (SHP £)
                    

                      Taiwan (SHP £)
                    

                      Tajikistan (SHP £)
                    

                      Tanzania (SHP £)
                    

                      Thailand (SHP £)
                    

                      Timor-Leste (SHP £)
                    

                      Togo (SHP £)
                    

                      Tokelau (SHP £)
                    

                      Tonga (SHP £)
                    

                      Trinidad & Tobago (SHP £)
                    

                      Tristan da Cunha (SHP £)
                    

                      Tunisia (SHP £)
                    

                      Türkiye (SHP £)
                    

                      Turkmenistan (SHP £)
                    

                      Turks & Caicos Islands (SHP £)
                    

                      Tuvalu (SHP £)
                    

                      U.S. Outlying Islands (SHP £)
                    

                      Uganda (SHP £)
                    

                      Ukraine (SHP £)
                    

                      United Arab Emirates (SHP £)
                    

                      United Kingdom (GBP £)
                    

                      United States (USD $)
                    

                      Uruguay (SHP £)
                    

                      Uzbekistan (SHP £)
                    

                      Vanuatu (SHP £)
                    

                      Vatican City (EUR €)
                    

                      Venezuela (SHP £)
                    

                      Vietnam (SHP £)
                    

                      Wallis & Futuna (SHP £)
                    

                      Western Sahara (SHP £)
                    

                      Yemen (SHP £)
                    

                      Zambia (SHP £)
                    

                      Zimbabwe (SHP £)
                    


  



            

            
              Update
  


          



    

  





  












  
    
    
       
          
              

          
        

      
        Shopping Cart

       
      

      
    


    
      
        
          Your Cart is Empty. 
  Let’s Fix That.

        

        
        

      
      
            (Shipping & taxes will be calculated at checkout)

      

      
      
        
          Shop 50% OFF Final Sale Items!

        

          
            
          

      

      
    

    
      
        
        
          
           
                
                
                
    
                Spend $ 0 to qualify for FREE Shipping .

              
            

            
            
            
              
            
             
            

          

          
        

          
        
          Subtotal

          $0.00

        

        
          
            
              Checkout - $0.00
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            Add Order Note

          
  
          
            Add Order Note

            
            Save

            Cancel

          

           
          
      

    

  




  







     




